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MADE IN THE UK

Speedy fit system
2 ridge caps

Matching screw
cover caps

Unique first row
starter strip

Faster to install

Introduction

Premium lightweight solution
Introducing Fixco’s Speedy Tile innovative
lightweight tile replacement system, a new
and unique high-performance slate.
Equivalent in coverage to roughly 5 traditional
slates, each unique 3-in-1 Speedy Tile is easily fixed
in one go, greatly speeding installation time on site.

With its exceptional durability, the Speedy Tile is
not only impact and heat resistant, but also offers
the highest level of UV protection offering a
superior performance without the risk of cracking
or breaking.

Speedy Tile is a lightweight natural slate
alternative with no risk of cracking or breaking

Up to 33% lighter

AVAILABLE
IN FOUR
COLOURS

Speedy Tile

Available in four
natural colours

Slate Grey

Speedy Tile is available in a choice of four natural
tones, skilfully designed to blend in with traditional
tiles, adding texture and style to any home.

Ref: FXCSTPG

The colours have been tested to high UV exposure
and exhibit virtually no fade, with no trace of
cracking or splitting.

Antique Red

Adding texture
and style to any home

Ref: FXCSTAR

Chestnut Brown

»Only 5 sheets per m
to install with pre-marked nailing
»Easy
and exposure guides and spacers.
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Ref: FXCSTCB

»Slate effect thermal roof tile
»0.17 thermal u value
in 4 popular colours;
»Available
grey, brown, red and black

Black

in bundles of 5 sheets
»Packed
(1 sq mtr) with carry handle

Ref: FXCSTBL

Specifications:
Overall width:

1000mm

Individual tile width:

330mm

Overall height:

500mm

Height of cover:

250mm
5mm

Tile depth:

5 tiles

Tiles per m :
2

Weight per tile:

1.7kg

Weight per m :

8.5kg

2

Minimum roof pitch:

14°

kg per m (32% less than
»8.5
leading brands)
2

cut with a fine-toothed
»Easily
saw or sharp utility blade

Tile Accessories

The faster to fit large coverage tile system
Gable Ridge Cap
Chestnut Brown

Ref: FXCRAR

Ref: FXCRBL

Cover Caps

Ref: FXCSFSCAR

Ref: FXCSTFCBL

Ref: FXCSTRSCCCB

Drain Channel

Ref: FXCSTRSCCAR

Slate Grey

Black

Antique Red

Ref: FXCSTRSCCBL

Ref: FXCSTRSCCPG

No need for a starter row due to innovative Drain Channel.

Ref: FXCSTSCAR

Slate Grey

Black

Antique Red

Ref: FXCSTSCBL

Easy Valley “2 Part System”

Ref: FXCEV

Ref: FXCSTFCPG

Screw cover caps provide a professional finish on the System 2 Ridge

Chestnut Brown

Chestnut Brown

Slate Grey

Black

Antique Red

Ref: FXCSTFCCB

Slate Grey

Ref: FXCRPG

Speedy Tile Clip helps secure the tiles, providing extra fastening

Chestnut Brown

Ref: FXCSTSCCB

Slate Grey

Black

Antique Red

Ref: FXCRCB

Tile Clip

Traditional style ridge cap, quick and easy to fit

Cover strip
easily clips in

Each FXCEV comprises of 1x3M
valley and 3x1M cover strips

Ref: FXCSTSCPG

DRAIN
CHANNEL
EASILY SLOTS
BETWEEN
EACH TRIPLE
TILE ON 1ST
ROW

Eliminates the
need for a second
course of tiles on the first row.

Fixco Speedy Tile Range
Premium lightweight solution

Fixco Speedy Tile is the lightest synthetic tile system on the market. It is also easier
to handle in bulk, which helps reduce installation costs and comes with a full range
of accessories.
The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations (CDM Regulations) are
intended to ensure that health and safety issues are properly considered during a
project’s development so that the risk of harm to those who build, use and maintain
structures is reduced. With Speedy Tile offering faster installations, the time spent
at heights is dramatically reduced, simply reducing potential CDM risks.

System 2 Ridge
Chestnut Brown

Black

Ref: FXCSRBL

Slate Grey

Ref: FXCSRPG

Suitable for closing the ridge ends on a gable roof

Chestnut Brown

Ref: FXCSGRCCB

3 Way Cap
Chestnut Brown

Ref: FXCSTS3WAR

Antique Red

Ref: FXCSRAR

Ref: FXCSRCB

End Caps

Fast installation for sealing top course of tiles

Antique Red

Ref: FXCSGRCAR

Black

Ref: FXCSGRCBL

Slate Grey

Ref: FXCSGRCPG

Designed for use with the System 2 Ridge for joining a ridge or hip junction

Antique Red

Ref: FXCST3WCB

Black

Ref: FXCST3WBL

Slate Grey

Ref: FXCST3WPG

ONLY 3
RIDGES
PER LINEAR
METRE!

NEW!
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Speedy Tile
System 2 Ridge

m
m
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The System 2 Ridge has been specifically
designed to complement the Speedy Tile.
The rounded contours help give the System 2 Ridge
a more aesthetic finish, matching most home roof ridge
systems. With only 3 ridges required, it is not only easier and
faster to install, offering a genuine speedy roof system, but also
more cost effective compared to alternative ridge solutions.

UV

20

UV STABLE
GUARANTEE

20 YEAR
WARRANTY

100%
RECYCLABLE

The lightest synthetic tile
system on the market
Fixco Speedy Tile is manufactured using a blend of polypropylene and
fire-resistant UV additives... A unique composition offering an efficient and
economical lightweight alternative that emulates traditional slate roof tiles. For
a market where weight is critically important, Speedy Tiles are up to 1/3 lighter
than other synthetic tiles. They are also fully recyclable at the end of their life.

Combines durability and enhanced
performance for a beautiful roof
Tile Edge
Edge of the tile aligns
with centre line of the
previous tile

Blow Back Feature
Clever design to prevent
rain being blown back
through the underside
of the tile

Tile Channel
The Tile Channels
are expertly in-filled
minimising the
amount of Drain
Channels required

Large Coverage
Each individual slate
covers a wider area

1000
mm

Fixing Points
Pre-marked fixing guides
for quick & easy installation
Please note: All 6 fixings must
be secured for optimum results.

Ideal for Conservatories, Garden Rooms,
Modular Buildings, Renovation, Extensions,
Self-build and New Build
Centre Line

500
mm

Line up Guide
Line up required
exposure mark
with the top of
previous tile

Exposure Gauge
The exposure
gauge determines
how much of the
previous tile can
be visible

Features & Benefits

No need for a starter row due to innovative 			
patented drain channel saving approximately
20 leading brand tiles on a 6m run

20 year warranty
Low maintenance
Minimal waste
Requires less products
Saves installation time
Substantial cost benefits

Typical tile coverage
14-25 degrees pitch = 5 tiles per m2
Up to 30% less than leading brands
*Note; It is important to fix the tiles utilising each fixing point
to ensure optimal results.

Vital time savings
1/3 lighter

COMES
IN AN EASY TO
HANDLE PACK
OF 5 TILES

Product Information
The most lightweight synthetic tile on the
market, Fixco Speedy Tile is easy to handle
and dramatically reduces installation time,
minimising health and safety risks on site
by simply reducing CDM risks “less time
working at heights”.
The colours have been tested to high
UV exposure and exhibit virtually no fade,
cracking or splitting.
Fixco Speedy Tile is manufactured from a
recyclable blend of polypropylene with fire

resistant and UV additives. The product is
designed to be an efficient and economical
lightweight alternative to emulate the
classic slate roof tile.

»Tested by BRE to 25° pitch
»Can go as low as a 14° pitch
»20-year warranty
»Fully tested
»Fire rating BS 476 Part 3
»Manufactured to ISO9001

The most lightweight synthetic
tile system on the market
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Storage

Perform work when existing and forecasted
weather permits. Store the tiles on the
original pallets on a flat surface. Ensure proper
storage of the product at the site of the job.
Storing during cold weather, the tiles should be
conditioned at a temperature no lower than 7°C
for 24hours before installation.

Recycling

Speedy Tile is 100% recyclable, but the product
is not marked with a recycling symbol therefore
a local recycler should be contacted to make the
necessary arrangements.

Fastener Recommendations
Tiles should be applied to the roof using two
galvanised stainless steel or copper fasteners
(nail or screw) with a minimum of a 10mm
diameter head and ranging between 20mm and
30mm in length. Screwing is recommended to a
torque of 10 using a flat head self drilling screw.

Product Ratings
and Certifications
Warranty: 20 Years.
Manufactured to ISO 9001 standards.
Product tested by BRE.
Fire Classification: Tested to BS 476 		
part 3 “external fire exposure to roofs”
and achieved a rating of EXT.S.AC.
The tiles were tested at roof pitches
of 25°, 22.5° and 15°. The tests were
carried out using a monopitch roof 		
test rig according to the procedures
in CEN standard FprEN 15601.

Two sets of test conditions used:

Test B - High rainfall with high
»Sub
wind speed
Test D - Deluge - Simulating
»Sub
maximum rainfall with no wind

QUICKER
INSTALLATION

LESS
WEIGHT

UV

20

UV STABLE
GUARANTEE

20 YEAR
WARRANTY

SAVES
MONEY

100%
RECYCLABLE

www.fixco.ltd

MADE IN
THE UK

Fitting Guide: System 2 Ridge

Ridge Tile

The ridge is
fixed mechanically
through the screw hole
into a 2x2” batten running
along the top of the roof. A starter cap
is provided if required - the same cap can be
used to finish off the run of ridges. The fixing point
locks the first ridge in place and thereafter, the next ridge
fixes into the recess of the previous ridge, hiding the join, so
each ridge is held down in two places. To finish, cut the last ridge
to size and fix the end cap in place with a silicone sealant.

Fitting Guide:
End Cap

End Cap

The End Cap for the
System 2 Ridge has two fixing prongs
affixed to the underneath. The clips snap
into the pre-made holes on the Ridge Tile, snapping perfectly
into place, while at the same time concealing any fixings to
give the roof a clean and professional finish.

Fitting Guide: Cover Cap
The handy Screw Cover Cap is made from the
same material to offer a perfect colour
match. Simply push into the fixing hole,
seamlessly concealing the screw fixings.
Cover Cap

Fitting Guide: Speedy Tile
Ridge Cap
Top course of Tiles must be
covered by the Ridge Cap

Nail

Full Tile
Full Tile starter
course with
drain channel
Gutter

The first batten is positioned at the base of the roof for supporting the
tiles. No tiles will be attached to this batten. The distance between each
course batten is determined by the roof pitch. The position of the top
battens should then be established to ensure the top course of tiles will
be covered by the ridge cap.
The starter course should over-sail the fascia by at least 40mm.
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Exposure
Gauge

The Speedy Tile sits flush, lined up with the exposure gauges on each
product. The exposure gauges are measurement marks to help with
the alignment of the tiles.

Fitting Guide: Drain Channel
This way up

Fitting Guide: Tile Clip
The Tile Clip is used for roofs
in coastal regions or areas
of strong winds as an added
securing feature. The bottom
half of the clip slides in
between two adjacent tiles,
with the top half hooking
into the centre of the top tile.

The Drain Channel is
required only on the
first row of tiles and
is attached by sliding
down the back of
the Speedy Tile and
clipping in the ‘V’
between adjacent
tiles.

